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a b s t r a c t

A laminar one-dimensional hydrogen-air flame travelling and quenching towards a

chemically inert permeable wall (PW) is studied. Hydrogen flows through the wall into the

premixed H2-air. The S3D numerical code with detailed chemistry is used. PW results are

compared against results of an impermeable wall (IW), including effects of varying wall

mass flux, stoichiometry, inert dilution and unburned-gas and wall temperatures. The

maximum reaction heat release rate occurs at the wall in all cases. For rich and stoichio-

metric mixtures, PW with fuel influx gave a moderate reduction of the quenching (i.e.

maximum) wall heat flux compared to IW, whereas for a lean mixture, the increase is

considerable. Effects of the fuel influx on the importance of individual elementary re-

actions and radicals and intermediate species are investigated. The lean PW cases have

similarities to much richer IW cases. Both a lower wall temperature and dilution reduce the

burned-mixture temperature and, consequently, the wall heat flux.

© 2018 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Thermal degradation of hardware parts that are subjected to

large wall heat fluxes during flame-wall interactions (FWI) is a

critical issue in many energy conversion devices, such as in-

ternal combustion engines, gas turbine combustors and fur-

naces. The premixed FWI can be described as coupled thermo-

chemical processes involving high temperature, propagating

premixed flames impinging on colder walls, where flame

quenching occurs at a normal distance from the wall known

as quenching distance [1e9]. Dreizler and B€ohm [10] reviewed

numerical and experimental FWI studies. They discussed the

role of laser diagnostics development and validation of

collected data through numerical simulations.

Flame quenching occurs with a large heat release near the

wall, and the resulting wall heat flux reaches its maximum

value. Accurate determination of the quenching distance and

the corresponding wall heat flux is significant, as strong

thermal gradients occur near the wall, affecting hardware

durability, pollutants formation and engine performance. The

different stages of FWI mechanisms are understood through

high-fidelity numerics in simple laminar premixed flame

configurations in one-dimensional (1-D) head-on quenching

and 2-D side-wall quenching configurations.
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Studies of transient quenching processes of flames have

employed single-step and multi-steps chemical mechanisms.

For low wall temperatures (around 300 K), the wall heat fluxes

predicted by single-step chemical mechanisms have been

seen to compare reasonably well to experimental observa-

tions. However, for higher wall temperatures these simple

mechanisms have appeared to fail [4,11,12]. At high wall

temperatures (above 400 K), it has been shown [6] that

chemical processes play a significant role near the wall,

involving exothermic radical recombination reactions. The

detailed multi-step mechanisms employed in numerical

codes have predicted well for wall heat fluxes and provided

better understanding of radical recombination reactions

involving radicals near the wall. Gruber et al. [3] showed that

the role of exothermic radical recombination reactions was

significant and contributed to 70% of the overall heat release

at the wall for a laminar premixed hydrogen-air flame.

Dabireau et al. [5] demonstrated that in a premixed H2 �O2

flame, the recombination reactions and reactions of inter-

mediate species ðHO2;H2O2Þ together contributed 30% of the

predicted wall heat flux.

Experimental study of FWI processes with quenching dis-

tances less than 1 mm near a wall is difficult due to strong

thermal gradients [12,13]. Therefore, we tend to rely on nu-

merical simulations. FWI processes of impermeable wall

configurations are described by a normalized wall heat flux

and the quenching Peclet number, defined as the position of

maximum fuel consumption rate and normalized by the flame

thickness. For hydrocarbon fuels, it has been observed that

the wall heat flux is inversely proportional to the flame

quenching distance with an assumption that no thermal

boundary layer exists between the wall and the near-wall

unburnt mixture [9,12,14,15]. Studies of hydrogen flames

showed that their FWI behaviour differs from that of hydro-

carbon flames forwall temperaturemaintained at 750 K,when

quenching of the flame occurred much closer to the wall

[5,7,16]. Owston et al. [7] extended the physical problem of [5]

to a range between 298 and 1200 K and concluded that radical

recombination reactions play a significant role in the evalua-

tion of wall heat flux at higher wall temperatures.

The paper by Gruber et al. [17] (with two of the present

authors) appears to be the first on numerical investigations on

a fuel flux through a permeable wall into a flame. This

potentially new design approach for combustion devices as a

porous fuel diffuser possibly coated with H2 selective perme-

able wall can replace conventional fuel nozzles and provide

in-situ Co2 e separation from the hydrogen fuel that is injec-

ted on the permeate side for mixing with the oxidant and

combustion further downstream [18]. The hydrogen gas wall-

permeation rate can influence the wall heat flux and avoid a

flame coming very close to the wall. Hence, thermal degra-

dation of hardware parts can potentially be reduced in com-

parison to an impermeable wall. Gruber et al. [17] discussed

the transient nature of laminar FWI processes in 1-D and 2-D

configurations and indicated a strong feedback mechanism

between the permeating hydrogen flux and the flame on the

permeate side.

A planar flame front propagates through a premixed fuel/

air mixture towards a solid wall facing the flame. When

reaching the wall, the flame quenches. The process can be

analyzed as a 1-dimensional case, and is illustrated sche-

matically in Fig. 1 for an impermeable wall (IW) and a fuel-

permeable wall (PW) configuration. Both walls have chemi-

cal inert properties, that is, no adsorption or catalytic effects.

In the PW case, the flame is partly premixed, as pure fuel (here

H2) flows into the domain and mixes with premixed fuel-air

mixture on the permeate side.

Some aspects of the problem were considered by Gruber

et al. [17] as part of a larger study. Numerical simulations with

a detailed chemical mechanism and diffusion mechanisms

were conducted for laminar hydrogen-air flames at atmo-

spheric pressure on a planar and permeable (hydrogen se-

lective) wall at constant wall temperature of 750 K and

different H2/air mixtures. It was found that for IW, the wall

heat flux ð�FwÞ was slightly reduced and the quenching

delayed in time as the undisturbed-mixture equivalence ratio

ðfuÞwas increased from 0.5 (fuel lean) to 1.5 (fuel rich). The net

reaction heat release had itsmaximumpoint at the wall and it

was larger for a stoichiometric mixture than for rich or lean

mixtures. The temperature of the reactedmixture close to the

wall around quenching approached, but was less than, the

burned temperature of the freely propagating flame. The local

equivalence ratio decreased towards the burned-mixture

value as the flame front reached the wall and quenched. The

PW cases of 17 were all conducted with a single permeate feed

pressure (10 bar).

In the present paper, the physical problem is extended to

operate the porous fuel diffuser configuration with different

feed pressures at the porous wall. The resulting variation in

hydrogen flow through the membrane influences the local

chemistry near the wall and the heat transfer. We will also

investigate FWI characteristics of the PW configuration,

Fig. 1 e Head-on quenching configurations of (a) Impermeable wall (IW) and (b) Permeable wall (PW) with hydrogen flux in

accordance with Eq. 5.
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